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OBJECTIVE:
•To gain a greater understanding and control over the Curves Adjustment Layer.
•To neutralize the color cast (global color correction).
•To add or reduce contrast within an image locally or globally.
•To utilize Layer Masks within Adjustment Layers for controlling localized corrections.
Download the images below.
Click on the link below, Download the 4 images to color correct using Curves.
https://www.pixelnrg.com/p963368211/ec424b1db
OVERVIEW -Turn in:
• 4 images -color corrected I am giving you the images to color correct.
• Show all Layers Background Layer, global correction layer, and additional layers
utilizing selective edits. (All Images must have selective edits, use your layer mask
skills)
• Save as: .PSD
TITLEING INFO: please name fi les:
Last name_First initial_project.extension
Example:
smith_b_curvesimage1.psd
smith_b_curvesimage2.psd
COLOR CORRECTION USING THE EYEDROPPERS
Finding the White, Gray and/or Black point within the image to neutralize a color cast.
Use the eye droppers in the Curves Adjustment dialogue box.
Use the eye droppers to neutralize a color cast
Your white eye dropper should be set R245, G245, B245
Your midtone eye dropper should be set R133, G133, B133
Your black eye dropper should be set R7, G7, B7

If you put 10,000 hours of “deliberate practice” into any field, then you will
become a master.
“Malcom Gladwell”
https://artplusmarketing.com/breaking-down-10-000-hours-to-mastery-726eeea7ffb7
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Below is a guide to what I did. Yours may look different but the goal is to
*Remove any color cast
*Add or subtract contrast. This can be global or local corrections
*Lighten or darken areas to reveal your subject or just make the image look better.

All curves on this one

Remember do not use the
Brightness and Contrast
Adjustment Layer.
Curves does the same thing
but is much more powerful.
With a curve you can
pinpoint where you want to
add contrast or lighten and
darken the image.
The Brightness and Contrast
Adjustment Layer just works
from the middle.
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All Curves on this one

If you have paper white
RGB 255
Use the top right point in
the curve and pull it down
until the output reads 250.
This way when printing Ink
will lay down on the entire
image giving you better
print quality.
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All Curves on this one
I have seen some nice
selections of the statue using
the Object Selection tool on this
image.

005 Movie: Object Selection Tool
https://youtu.be/lkSx96gj3cs
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What is that black and white layer?
•Try to mimic what I did. Create a B&W adjustment layer change the blend mode to
soft light. Then invert the layer mask and paint back in the ground and maybe a little
more. What do you think looks good?
I also used a color balance adjustment layer to pull a little yellow out of Dock 1 door.
Can you make it look even better! -Do it!
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My Movies For You:
001 Introduction to the Curves Panel

-https://youtu.be/ghgiHux4r3Y

002 Assignment Curves: Demo Edit https://youtu.be/Bw3R4jwopV0
003 Editing an image using Curves and a Black and White Adjustment Layer
-https://youtu.be/3Q-oKWdZmxs
004 Curves and a little black paint on a transparent layer
-https://youtu.be/1HB687SvG8M
In case you missed this from above.
005 Movie: Object Selection Tool
https://youtu.be/lkSx96gj3cs
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